Full House Expected As The Magic
Numbers Head To Manchester
In 2005 TMobile Street Gigs brought some of the biggest bands
including Kasabian, Editors and Hard Fi to the UK’s streets for a series
of spontaneous, live gigs. The gigs have just been getting bigger and
better and TMobile have finally arrived in Manchester for what is set
to be one of the most spectacular yet – eyes down as The Magic
Numbers get set to bring euphoria to Manchester’s New Century
Bingo Hall.
Four is definitely The Magic Number as the heavenly quartet head to
New Century bingo hall on Friday 28th July. The two sets of siblings
will put on a compelling live show as they perform a host of beautiful
harmonies and hypnotic melodies. Forget ‘legs eleven’ and get ready
for ‘Long Legs’ as Magic Numbers take Manchester’s New Century
Bingo Hall to heaven.
Your Magic Numbers could be up, as casino chips will be given out
upon arrival for use in the casino throughout the night. Whatever your
luck, these Magic Numbers are sure to put a smile on your face as
they bring a fresh and unique sound to Manchester.
The only certainty with a TMobile Street Gig is to expect the
unexpected! Recent TMobile Street Gigs involved The Strokes roaring
at the Natural History Museum, The Streets performing in London’s
only lighthouse, The Rakes rocking out a Turkish Kebab shop and
Pharrell playing at a fruit market! A total of 20 bespoke TMobile
Street Gigs are planned for 2006 and each one will be a unique
entertainment experience in its own right, created by TMobile in order
to bring music fans closer to the experiences they love.

Over the next few months, TMobile customers and their music fan
mates will have the chance to see their favourite bands performing live
in the most unusual and unexpected settings…the select crowd will
always know where their Street Gigs experience starts, but they’ll
never know beforehand quite how it’s going to end up!
Tickets are strictly by invite only. To be in with a chance of getting on
the guest list for this intimate gig, music fans must register online at
www.tmobile.co.uk/street from 9am 18th July and closes at XXX
Transmission With TMobile is a hot new Friday night show on Channel
4 presented by Steve Jones and Lauren Laverne. The twelveweek
series kicked off on Friday 16th June and airs at 11.30pm. So if you’re
not lucky enough to get tickets to this exclusive Magic Numbers gig
then all is not lost as you can check it out at 11.30pm on Channel 4 on
Friday August 11th. Each show is a blend of exclusive live
performances from chart topping UK and international acts, alongside
interviews with music artists and key celebrities. The show will uncover
the best new & established artists and bands around at the moment.
Check out Friday’s show to see performances & interviews with:
Pete Doherty
Alicia Silverstone
The Gossip
Mystery Jets
Jose Gonzalaz
Captain
Aleesha
Preston
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TMobile has a range of innovative products and services such as Flext, a
unique tariff with flexible pricing; UFix, a tariff that combines payasyougo
and monthly contract and Web'n'Walk, which enables full open internet
access on the move as well as instant messaging. TMobile's network
coverage is among the best in the UK (over 99% of the UK population) with
one of the lowest dropped call rates. It offers the largest worldwide WiFi
network, with over 2,000 HotSpots in businessfriendly locations in the UK
and 13,000 worldwide, and offers a rapidly expanding 3G network across the
UK.
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